
 

 

 
 

Clarifications: 

 

1. Yuba College West Parking Lot Sign:  Provide the same size and look as the new sign at 

Woodland Community College.  Build-up the subgrade and compact it.  Use 12” layers of road base 

or other material that can be compacted and provide a long-term solution.  Compact it to 95%.  

Move the four large boulders to protect the sign from vehicle damage.  Level the ground in front of 

and on the sides of the monument sign and install (very securely) green artificial turf.   

2. Yuba College North Beale Roadway Sign:  Provide the same size and look as the new sign at 

Woodland Community College. Build up the sign subgrade and compact it to create a better visual 

affect.  Locate the sign as close as is reasonable to North Beale Road without encroaching into the 

easements.  Run the new underground electrical service from the panel at building 200 up through 

the building down and underground at the exterior water drain and directionally bored under the 

roadway, then trenched to the new sign. Locate all utilities using a third party locating firm and with 

close coordination with Bryan Epp.  

3. Include electrical power conditioning features in the new signs.  The power tends to be very poor 

quality at times and can damage sensitive equipment.  

4. Include three sets of 3/8” thick LEXAN protective panels rated for UV to not yellow and as 

spares to the existing panels to be attached to the new signs.  This feature is to protect the signs 

from vandalism and damage from rocks.  

5. Secure the signs so that they cannot be removed from the campus.  Ensure that the signs are well 

attached to the concrete base.  If possible, add a feature that notifies the College if the signs are no 

longer working.   

6. Provide the standard spare parts packages for each sign.  

 

The End. 
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